Embodying the Cosmic Code: A Play in 4 acts
A participative performance in Spatial Intelligence & Mental Imaging

November 4th 2019. 10 am -18:00 pm
ANNA, Seats2Meet, Utrecht Centraal. Veemarktplein 41

The presenters are Joe Truss and Chris Cullen of Team Syntegrity Int’l AG / Malik IP and David Beatty.

Joe Truss & Chris Cullen will present & facilitate the Cosmic Code Model Building. David will lead exploration & use of the Vector Equilibrium.

“The V.E. is the zero-starting point for happenings or non-happenings; it is the empty theatre and empty circus and empty Universe, ready to accommodate any act and any audience. “ Buckminister Fuller.

I was introduced to the Genesa Crystal (a VE) in 1999 by Tina Langahm. When I attended Joe/Cris’ workshop in Haliburton, I saw how the VE is integrated in the amazing structures that Joe has built (an example of one we will build together is above).

I am looking forward to learning a lot more with the Cosmic Tinker Toys that Joe has built.

I hope you will join me. This material relates to what I know you know, practise, and are curious about.

There are room for 15 participants. Some are joining from Metaphorum 2019, held in Huizen. http://metaphorum.org/metaphorum-2019 The spaces are filling up.

Costs: approximately 1000 euros, divided by number of participants. Estimate: 70 euros each (lunch & dinner not included.)
If I haven't reached you already, please call me at 06 214 48992 to find out more, or directly enrol via djfbeatty@icloud.com. I wouldn't invite you if I didn't think you'll enjoy yourself & discover your own unique take-home value. If you have to choose not to come, send me a note to relieve some of the cosmic overhead. : )

David Beatty

djfbeatty@icloud.com
31 (6- 214 48992
Program Overview. Embodying the Cosmic Code:
a learning journey of four 90 minute episodes.

1. A brief presentations.
2. Building models together.
3. Exploring & experiencing the structural integrity of the VE.

Act 1 - The power of 4.

- Platonic regularity - the Platonic Solids
- The In-formed architecture of minimum structure
- First principle of tetrahedral logic

We will build a 4-unit (called frequency or 4-f) tetrahedron.

Meet & Move, and build your own VE.

Act 2 - Laws of Forms in the Cosmic Code.

- The tetrahedral cube
- The origin of the 5 Platonic Solids

We build a 4-f intersecting tetrahedral cube

Design your own VE Energyism

Act 3 - Is the Universe smooth or chunky?
Einstein’s Relativity or Quantum Mechanics?
• Loop quantum gravity
• The Matrix - elucidating the Cosmic grid

We build the 2-frequency octahedron, and cube octahedron.

• Movement: Cognitive Kinetics (thought navigation in the Vector Equilibrium).

   Act 4 - Spatial intelligence and mental imaging –

• The Chakral column - Minimum integral structure
• Chakral stories of Wizard Prang
• The Wave

We build the icosahedron and dodecahedron

• Final movement with understanding of the directions and energy
  We co-create a VE Collective Circus.

18:15 Invitation to join in a ‘later-in-the-bar’ & supper gathering.

Joe Truss was a co-founder of the company Team Syntegrity Inc. with Stafford Beer the inventor of Syntegration. He contributed to Stafford's book "Beyond Dispute - the Invention of Team Syntegrity" and developed the other Syntegration forms which allowed for protocols for smaller numbers of people. As President and Board Director from the formation of the company in 1991, he took over the Chairmanship from Stafford in 1996. He continues in the role originally held by Stafford of Chair of the Development Directorate under Fredmund Malik’s Chairmanship.

Christine Truss (formerly Cullen) was involved with Joe and Stafford from the early1990s until Stafford’s death in 2002 and since then with Malik Management (MZSG). Chris was key to developing the logistics systems in the early days of Syntegration events. She helped to develop the roles of organizer, facilitator and logistician. Chris serves as Director for Team Syntegrity Int’l/ AG.